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Oxfam, the world’s most influential international development organization, is not
represented at the World Trade Organization (WTO)1 and thus cannot directly influence trade
deliberations. Yet in the past 5 years, Oxfam has had a remarkable impact in changing both the
negotiating agenda and actual WTO policies, albeit one different from its original intent.
In 2000, the 12 national Oxfam member organizations agreed to move beyond providing
relief and assistance to the poor. They drafted a four-year strategic plan titled “Towards Global
Equity.” The Nongovernmental Organization (NGO) vowed to continue to provide relief, while
also addressing the structural causes of poverty and injustice. Oxfam’s new approach was based
on a systemic analysis of global governance and of the relationship between poverty, human
rights, development and trade. 2 Inspired by Nobel Prize winning economist Amartya Sen, the
NGO prescribed very specific policies to ensure that WTO rules do not disadvantage
development or undermine human rights.
With this strategic plan, Oxfam adopted what it called a “rights-based approach.” The
NGO vowed to “put economic and social justice at the top of the world’s agenda.” While other
civil society groups, academics, unions and activists long argued that trade agreements could
undermine specific human rights such as labor rights, Oxfam examined this issue from a broader
world view. It pointed out that trade rules can undermine the “rights and interests of poor
people” including their rights to food, water, health care and a sustainable livelihood. Noting
that poverty, development, human rights and trade are linked and thus must be addressed
cohesively, Oxfam argued that these rights must be placed at the center of the agendas of
international bodies and governments.3
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But in the years that followed, Oxfam did not focus on the relationship between poverty,
development, human rights, and trade per se. Nor did it consistently advocate the right-based
approach. Instead, it launched an intensive global campaign to “make trade fair” as well as a
separate campaign to “make poverty history” for the poor people of the developing world.4
Oxfam developed very specific and persuasive suggestions to ensure that the poor can fully
participate in trade. Over 6.5 million people signed its online petition, “The Big Noise,”
designed “to change the terms on which millions of people participate in the global market.”5
This article discusses the evolution of Oxfam’s position and its influence on the debate
about trade. (We do not examine the make poverty history campaign). To understand Oxfam’s
perspective, the article begins with a discussion of the world trade system and why Oxfam (and
others) began to see the system as undermining both human rights and development. We then
examine how Oxfam’s strategy changed over time—moving from an systemic emphasis on
poverty, development, human rights, and trade to a more limited but visible focus on “making
trade fair.” Finally, we examine Oxfam’s contribution to the trade debate and its efforts to
create a broader understanding of the relationship between poverty, development, human rights,
and trade 6
I. The Trade System and Human Rights
In December 1941, before the US formally joined the Allies, President Franklin D.
Roosevelt spoke of his vision for the world that he hoped would emerge from the war. “Freedom
means the supremacy of human rights everywhere…“We look forward to a world founded on
four essential human freedoms.” 7 Roosevelt clearly understood that the failure of some
countries to protect human rights had led ultimately to political and economic instability that
endangered the whole world. Thus, he hoped to create a global system of governance that would
ensure that states would promote and protect these rights. As the international governance
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institutions took shape, were negotiated, and finally approved by legislators, they reflected some
of Roosevelt’s concerns about human rights. In 1948, the members of the UN agreed to a
Universal Declaration of Human Rights, which delineated some 26 basic rights that member
states were supposed to promote and protect. 8 In that same year, 8 countries became contracting
parties to another cooperative legal system-- the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
(GATT). Like the Universal Declaration, the GATT –the precursor organization to the WTO-was based on similar legal values and approaches such as nondiscrimination, the rule of law, and
adjudication of disputes.9 In both the trade and human rights systems, it is states, and not
individuals, that have obligations under international law.
The purview of the GATT gradually grew over time, but in contrast with Roosevelt’s
vision, the GATT said very little about human rights. It did not address the effects of trade
(whether trade undermines human rights) or the conditions of trade (how workers, communities
and the environment should be treated as good and services for trade are produced.) Moreover,
its scope was limited not only by the difficulty of finding common ground among members, but
by the authority granted to the Executive by the US Congress. 10

Until 1974, the State

Department was only allowed to negotiate commercial policies (tariffs and quotas) and could not
address the many other regulations or national policies that could also distort trade. As a result,
for much of its history GATT only addressed border measures.11
The architects of the GATT system were well aware that human rights abuses could
distort trade (they saw this in Nazi Germany and in the Soviet Union.) Thus, GATT participants
could ban imports for “moral” reasons (Article XX.) 12 For the first 40 years of GATT history
(1948-1988) members generally resolved conflicts between human rights and trade in an ad hoc,
country or sector specific manner. While these solutions may have been politically expedient,
they nonetheless often restricted trade (such as trade sanctions or the denial of most favored
nation benefits) or required nations to obtain a waiver from their trade obligations.13 In 2003,
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the WTO granted its first explicit trade waiver based on a human rights rationale. Some 47
nations now ban trade in conflict diamonds.14
The GATT/WTO is not concerned with how a state treats its own citizens, but rather
how it treats non-citizens who seek to trade. As law professor Steve Charnovitz notes,
international trade law “takes as a given that the responsibilities of a government towards its
citizens is a matter to be determined by each government, not by the international community.”15
This contrasts dramatically with human rights law which transcends national sovereignty
principles and aims to transmit norms from international law to domestic law.
The GATT had no human rights qualifications for participating members, because it is
more concerned with relationships between states than with relationships within states. Initially,
the bulk of GATT members were democracies, so their human rights practices were rarely an
issue. 16
But beginning in the 1980s, a growing number of countries joined GATT/WTO. Some
of these countries did not adequately promote and protect human rights; others lacked funds or
expertise to enforce their own human rights laws. The accession of such countries raised some
concerns, but the issue of the relationship between human rights and trade came to the fore when
China, an original GATT member, sought to join the GATT in the 1990s. Amnesty
International, Human Rights Watch and the US State Department, among others, found
significant human rights abuses in China throughout the 1990s. On June 4, 1989, the Chinese
government use violence to suppress democracy demonstrations in Tieneman Square, Beijing.17
But in this period as well, China opened its markets to foreign and domestic private investment.
The Communist Party was determined to maintain control, but the party did allow greater
openness and some public expression of ideas. Under GATT rules, China could not accede to
the GATT unless all existing GATT members granted it most favored nation trade privileges
(MFN). 18 In the US, China could only achieve MFN benefits after a Congressional review of its
human rights practices required by the Trade Act of 1974. Business interests from the US and
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Europe generally argued that including China in the framework of multilateral rules and
obligations would ensure improvement in China’s adherence to the rule of law and prod China
to do more to promote human rights. They stressed that by joining the GATT/WTO, China
would learn the skills of good governance, which would spill over into other governance
institutions and responsibilities; that greater foreign presence of Western firms within China
would expose Chinese workers to ideas about their rights; and, that companies would
increasingly demand stronger human rights practices of their suppliers, gradually changing
China’s social and political culture. If the US granted MFN, the US could no longer monitor
China’s human rights development through annual review, eliminating its ability to use that
process as a means of political leverage. 19
Many US policymakers were not keen to lose this lever. Ultimately, the US agreed to
grant China MFN privileges despite its human rights practices. But whether the system of rules
should do more to promote human rights remained an open question.
In this period as well, critics of the WTO system, including Oxfam, alleged that the
WTO allowed governments to undermine human rights in the interest of promoting trade. They
cited the example of export processing zones (EPZs), special zones used by many developing
countries to attract foreign investment and stimulate trade. Developing country policymakers
have often exempted firms in these zones from certain fiscal or financial regulations and others
do not require firms in their EPZs to comply with labor laws. As a result, workers toil in
substandard conditions and have little recourse to improve such conditions. Some employers
ignore minimum wage regulations, fail to give workers written contracts of employment
specifying the hours of work, wages and other entitlements, or provide decent working
conditions.20 Oxfam and other critics noted that the failure of the WTO to address this issue
helped perpetuate human rights violations.21
In the late 1990s, policymakers began to think about how human rights policies and trade
policies might become more complementary, or at least to ensure that achievement of one
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objective did not undermine the other. The UN High Commissioner for Human Rights, Mary
Robinson, became interested in these issues and issued several reports on human rights and
globalization.22 National government officials also developed strategies that attempt to achieve
both goals. 23 The UN and the Bretton Woods Institutions announced that they would work to
ensure that their efforts and activities promoted human rights.24
But the WTO seemed impervious to these questions. A search of the WTO website
reveals little documentation or discussion of the relationship between trade and human rights or
trade and equity. 25 In response to the WTO’s failure to even discuss ways to ensure that trade
reinforces the promotion and protection of human rights, some scholars and academics began to
develop ideas on how trade and human rights might become mutually reinforcing. 26 Civil
society groups also began to work on these issues and to educate the public on the importance of
human rights to political stability, social stability and development. And they began to see that
some trade agreements were having a significant effect on basic rights such as the right to water
and the right to a sustainable livelihood.27 Among those groups were Oxfam.
II. The Trade System, Poverty and Developing Countries
The GATT/WTO system was designed to ensure a fair process (certainty in trade) rather
than specific results (such as development) for member countries. The architects of the GATT
were greatly influenced by economic policies and conditions in the 1930s, when many nations
adopted “beggar-thy neighbor trade policies” to protect jobs. In that period, many countries
adopted trade distorting policies as subsidies, procurement policies, or preference systems. Such
policies favored domestic over foreign producers or certain countries over others. The architects
of the GATT recognized that the only way to avoid these problems was to develop an
internationally accepted set of rules that each member state would follow. The GATT
established a clear set of principles and rules that regulated how and when nations could apply
tools of protection.
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Every nation that adheres to the GATT/WTO is supposed to follow four principles that
would guide how nations interacted with other nations within the GATT’s purview: most
favored nation status, national treatment, reciprocity, and consensus. However, many
developing countries found it difficult to apply these principles. For example, the national
treatment principle requires policymakers to apply the same rules and regulations to domestic
and foreign producers. Thus, India must apply the same food safety regulations to Coca-Cola
that it applies to Coke’s local competitor. Developing countries also found it difficult to adhere
to GATT’s reciprocity principle, wherein nations acceding to the WTO must commit to
equivalent obligations as those undertaken already by the existing members. But some
developing countries that join the WTO do not have adequate funding or expertise to bind their
tariffs, modernize their customs system, ensure adequate intellectual property protection, and at
the same time, provide other essential public services.
Despite these difficulties, growing numbers of developing countries joined the GATT
system. Although only eight nations were original GATT signatories in 1948, by 1949, 23
nations participated in trade talks. By the Tokyo Round in 1973, there were 99 participants.
These new members recognized that the GATT/WTO system wasn’t always working in
ways that advantaged development. In 1958 the GATT even set up a special study group to
examine that question. Some scholars and developing country officials alleged that GATT’s
rules were unfair because the rules seem to favor trade in manufactured goods over primary
goods, the main export of many developing countries. At the same time, however, after the
Tokyo Round, GATT members accepted some major exceptions to GATT rules in the interest of
stimulating development.28 Gradually, the GATT allowed special provisions for developing
countries. But these special provisions were no guarantee that trade would facilitate
development in the developing world. Legal scholar John Jackson argued that while many
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countries might initially benefit from such special privileges, these benefits may not help them
29

in the long run, if trade rules perpetuate undesirable policies at the national level.
Today, the WTO permits a multitude of exceptions and waivers to help developing
countries gradually reap the benefits of membership. But these benefits don’t seem to always
yield development results. For example, poor countries are not expected or requested to make
reciprocal concessions in trade negotiations with industrialized nations. However, these
countries often find that if they don’t make the concessions industrialized countries want (as in
services); they won’t receive the concessions they may desperately need to stimulate growth.
Trade policymakers seemed less interested in ensuring that all countries reaped the
benefits of trade than in ensuring that the WTO system addressed the bulk of trade barriers.
During the Tokyo Round of trade talks (1974-1979), policymakers attempted to negotiate
common rules governing the trade distortions of non-tariff trade barriers (such as subsidies,
regulations, procurement policies and standards) These barriers could be as distorting as those
applied at the border, but they were much less transparent. Although they could not achieve a
consensus on including such rules in the GATT system, they devised a new strategy to regulate
these nontariff trade barriers in codes, which were technically stand alone treaties. But not all
GATT members signed on to these codes; their adherence to GATT’s broader rules was
essentially a la carte. Moreover, for many developing countries the focus on such codes did not
address their major trade dilemma. They needed greater market access for their commodities in
the industrialized world.
To many trade policymakers, economists and business leaders, GATT a la carte was not
working. In 1986, the 100 members of the GATT agreed to begin a new comprehensive round of
trade talks. When the negotiations were completed seven years later, the participants agreed to
discipline a wide range of trade distorting policies and to ensure that all members signed on to
all of the agreements. They also created a new international organization, the WTO to govern
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trade and subsume the GATT. The WTO has authority to settle disputes, to conduct trade policy
reviews, and to cooperate with the Bretton Woods Institutions with a view to achieving
coherence in global economic policymaking. Today the WTO has 148 member countries with
different levels of development and different approaches to social, political and economic
governance.30 And not surprisingly, they have extremely different views about how the WTO
and trade negotiations serve the needs of the poor. But today there does seem to be a consensus
that open trade will stimulate development and reduce poverty. As former Mexican President
Ernesto Zedillo stressed, “every case where a poor nation has significantly overcome
poverty…has been achieved while engaging in production for export.”31 Thus, to many
developing countries it is unfair that many industrialized countries continue to shield their
markets from developing country goods, in particular agricultural products. 32 The preamble of
the WTO addresses sustainable development, but neither the GATT nor the WTO discussed how
to make trade fairer for the poor.33 By joining the WTO, countries can obtain considerable
economic benefits. Yet many developing country policymakers join the WTO at considerable
political risk. Their key trade partners, existing WTO members, set the conditions for countries
to accede to the WTO. These demands can change longstanding power structures and privileged
elites.34
Moreover, developing country policymakers have not seen the WTO as always working
in their interest. They argue that the negotiations often focus on sectors of less concern to the
developing world, such as liberalization of services or bringing investment under the purview of
the WTO. In their view, the WTO should first concentrate on fully covering sectors of interest to
their needs such as agriculture. Moreover, developing countries have often been promised
greater market access, but many industrialized countries (in particular the U.S. and the European
Community) impose conditions on access to their preferential programs which limit their utility
as a means of helping developing countries export. In this way, developing country
policymakers and development advocates began to see the system of trade rules as inequitable. 35
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Many developing countries were not able to benefit from these options because they
lacked the money and/or the expertise to take advantage of many WTO activities. These
problems gradually became clear not just to developing country policymakers but to advocates
of development around the world. Developing countries often don’t have the funds to allow
them to challenge industrialized country protectionism through trade disputes, to participate in
every meeting and negotiation, and to influence the agenda of trade negotiations. These
concerns came to a head in Seattle, when the US hosted its first international trade negotiation
for the WTO in 1999. Many developing country policymakers were unhappy with US
leadership of the Ministerial, tense over the contentious selection of a new WTO directorgeneral, and by the unwillingness of the industrial world to address its trade barriers. 36
Many developing and middle income countries were unwilling to agree to a new round
of global trade talks unless these talks focused on their needs. Thus, at the Doha Round
Ministerial in 2001, the members of the WTO agreed to focus the new round on rebalancing the
trading system towards the needs of developing countries, the Doha Development Round. 37 As
these negotiations ensued, middle and developing country participants frequently banded
together on issues of mutual interest. And they occasionally collaborated with NGO groups such
as Oxfam that had long worked on the relationship between poverty and development.
.III. Oxfam’s Approach
Oxfam was founded in 1942 as a relief organization. 38 In the years that followed, it not
only helped feed the poor, but provided support to help the poor become self-sufficient. And it
researched how public policies in the industrialized world and in international organizations
might better support development. 39 The organization is widely respected, viewed as well
managed, and politically savvy. Oxfam today has multiple roles: it delivers relief; it campaigns
to end poverty and powerlessness; and it develops advice and strategies to end poverty, foster
development, promote human rights and make trade fairer for the world’s poorest citizens.40
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In the 1980s, Oxfam’s staff and leadership began to recognize that development has been
stymied by “systemic problems.” In particular, they focused on how the global economic
governance institutions were managed to meet the needs of industrialized countries, rather than
the needs of the world’s poor. Oxfam also benefited from new thinking about development.
Oxfam’s honorary President, Amartya Sen, challenged longstanding thinking about
development.

In the post World War II period, economists thought that public policies could

facilitate development if these policies could ensure that the income of citizens in developing
countries could be raised. By giving countries foreign aid, the poor and middle classes in these
countries would get jobs, and they would use those funds to save, consume or invest. The
economy could then “take-off.” But Sen believed countries and individuals are poor not because
capital is scarce, but because citizens lack access to productive resources. These resources
include education, land and health as well as justice, and credit. Sen believes that governments
must actively provide these public goods and make sure all citizens can obtain these services and
resources if they want to achieve sustainable development. In this period as well, Sen, a
philosopher as well as an economist, provided a normative framework for how human rights
could guide the development process and in turn, the international institutions designed to foster
development. His 1999 book Development as Freedom, Sen explores the ways in which freedom
is both a constituent of development and a means to foster development. The book focuses on
political freedoms and democracy, as democracy gives people a voice and a constructive role in
shaping values, norms, and ultimately policy responses.41 Sen was the Honorary President of
Oxfam and his ideas held great sway.
In September 1996, Oxfam’s affiliates (the 12 Oxfams) agreed to work together to
address the structural causes of poverty and injustice. Oxfam noted that for people to exercise
their rights, “opportunities must be created so people can participate in governing their lives and
they must have the capacity to organize and take advantage of those opportunities.” The
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Strategic Plan was a reflection that Oxfam’s mission had changed from providing relief and
teaching the needy the skills for self-sufficiency to a different approach to assisting the poor. 42
Oxfam’s new strategy was rooted in a “rights-based approach” to development.
However, Oxfam was not calling on all nations to ensure the protection and promotion of
development as a specific right of their citizens. Instead, Oxfam focused on “the realization of
economic and social rights within the wider human rights continuum.” The strategy paper
noted, “Equity is central in the realization of these rights. Equity is about making the rules fair
for poor people and ensuring that justice prevails.” To achieve equity, Oxfam decided to
organize the 26 basic rights enshrined in the UN Declaration on Human Rights as well as those
delineated by the ILO, into five basic categories of rights. These rights formed the foundation of
43

their Strategic Plan.
The five rights Oxfam aimed to address are: the right to a sustainable livelihood; the
right to basic social services generally provided by governments; the right to life and security
(these rights can be undermined by armed conflict, forced displacement or natural disasters); the
right to be heard (social and political citizenship); and the right to an identity (and the right to
enjoy equal rights and status irrespective of that identity).44 Oxfam became the first group to
point out how each of these baskets of rights could be affected by trade agreements. For
example, the right to a sustainable livelihood might be threatened by the failure of the WTO to
ensure genuine market access for the food products of developing countries. The right to health
might be threatened by trade agreements that enshrined intellectual property rights that
contributed to the high costs of medicine. The right to be heard might be jeopardized by trade
agreements which allowed governments to set aside certain geographic zones where workers are
not allowed to organize, associate, and voice their concerns.
Oxfam’s Delineation of the Rights that Could be Affected by Trade Agreements
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GROUPS
Description of these RIGHTS

RIGHTS THAT
ENABLE A
SUSTAINABLE
LIVELIHOOD

RIGHTS TO
ESSENTIAL
SOCIAL
SERVICES

PERSONAL
LIBERTY
RIGHTS

Making a living
means having
access to the
resources
needed for your
work and access
to markets to
sell your goods
and services,
including: the
right to food and
rights to
property
protected by the
rule of law.

In order to thrive
and to function,
people must
have access to
their rights to
basic health
services, clean
water,
sanitation, and
an education.

Right to freedom
from violence,
conflict, and fear
and to receive
protection from
natural
disasters. Right
to life and
security.

POLITICAL AND
SOCIAL
RIGHTS:THE
RIGHT TO BE
HEARD

IDENTITY
RIGHTS: SUCH
AS GENDER
AND DIVERSITY

The right to be
heard; right to
information;
freedom of
association.

Women’s rights,
indigenous
rights,
minorities’
rights, rights of
the disabled and
other oppressed
groups.

These rights are
the building
blocks of
democracy.

These are basic
public goods that
can at times be
provided by
markets, but
access must be
affordable and
equitable.

Oxfam also delineated how it would work to ensure greater numbers of poor people
gradually achieve these rights. For example, Oxfam promised to challenge intellectual property
rights which disfavor the poor. 45 To help people living in poverty obtain equitable access to
basic social services, Oxfam promised to campaign for debt relief and equitable economic
governance that give priority to building human capacity by investing in basic social services. If
this meant being opposed to privatizing services and opening these services to trade, Oxfam
would oppose such negotiations. It would also work to ensure that poor people and their
governments were better trained and able to be heard at the WTO and in other international
organizations. In addition, Oxfam promised to press for an end to trafficking in women and
children; and to work to establish appropriate labor and occupational health standards for
women and minority groups.46
Oxfam clearly had a strategy designed to bring the human rights cost of trade
agreements to the fore, but its objective seemed confused. Did Oxfam want to ensure that as
people trade, human rights are promoted? Did Oxfam want the trade and human rights regimes
to work together more effectively? Or did they want members of the WTO to use its rules to
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enforce and enhance human rights abroad and at home? These questions would eventually need
to be answered if Oxfam was to succeed in this effort.
Despite Oxfam’s global reach, the leadership of the NGO recognized that it must change
the way it operated. The NGO would not only help the poor, but it would lobby for new
approaches to ensure that poor countries benefit from globalization at the United Nations, the
WTO, and the Bretton Woods Institutions. It would develop expertise on trade as well as
development issues. The organization decided to “rebrand its outreach to make it more
consistent, and collaborate with other likeminded individuals, groups and government entities.”
Finally, Oxfam would make sure people get the message that “poor people are actors in their
own right, and not victims or beneficiaries.” 47
Oxfam’s coordinated approach was bolstered by external factors such as changing public
opinion as well as new attitudes in some international organizations. For example, the Asian
Financial Crisis and stagnant economic growth in many European, Asia, and South American
countries left many members of the poor and middle classes less economically secure.48 Thus, it
was easy for a growing number of citizens and their representatives to see the global governance
system as “unfair.” Meanwhile opinion leaders began to lobby more on behalf of the poor. For
example, President Clinton called for “a human face on the world economy.” The world’s
richest man, Bill Gates, told his fellow attendees at the World Economic Forum in 2002, “We
need a discussion about whether the rich world is giving back what it should to the developing
world.” The Secretary General of the United Nations said that the rich must develop actions
“that translate into concrete results for the downtrodden, exploited and excluded. 49 After the
attacks on September 11 2001, people began to explore how globalization and frustration about
human rights and poverty might lead some people to support terrorism. The World Bank asked
Mary Robinson, the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights, to speak on how the Bank can
make human rights operationally “relevant.” 50 British Prime Minister Tony Blair and his
government were perhaps the most receptive, often arguing with their colleagues from other
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industrialized country governments of the need to help the world’s poor more. 51 Thus, there
was growing receptivity among elites to finding ways to make human rights and globalization
more complementary. Public concern about the connection between poverty, development,
human rights and trade appeared to increase. 52
Oxfam’s early efforts received worldwide recognition and support. In February 2001, it
launched a campaign called “Cut the Cost,” to ensure that the world’s poor could have access to
affordable medicines. Joining with other civil society groups active on public health issues
(Medicines Sans Frontieres, Treatment Action Campaign and others), it asked drug companies to
ensure that the poor in the developing world could have access to affordable medicines. The
drug companies took to the courts, rather than examining how they might change their business
strategies to make the provision of drugs to poor countries economically viable. When the South
African government sought to import cheaper medicine to ensure that people stricken with AIDS
could receive treatment, some 38 companies brought legal action in South Africa. The NGOs
mounted a public campaign to pressure the drug companies to change their positions. The 38
drug companies dropped their case against South Africa in April 2001.
While the campaign brought significant attention to the high cost of drugs, it did not
solve the larger problem of affordable accessible medicine for the world’s poor. Oxfam
concluded that a key part of the new WTO on intellectual property (the Trade Related
Intellectual Property Agreement –TRIPS) strengthened the market power of Western drug
companies and made it harder for developing countries to produce their own generics even in
times of medical emergency (such as the AIDs crisis in Africa). Oxfam and its allies gathered
signatures on a petition demanding changes to intellectual property rules so that the poor could
get access to the medicines they need to survive plagues and diseases. It encouraged investors to
pressure the drug companies and develop a strategy to lower drug prices. And they called on
governments to reevaluate the rules. In Doha, Qatar, when WTO members agreed to launch a
new round of trade talks, participating nations agreed that developing countries could use the
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public health safeguards in the Trade Related Intellectual Property Agreement (TRIPS) to
improve access of the poor to medicines. However, they did not agree that these countries could
violate TRIPS and import cheap generic drugs. So Oxfam concluded that this approach still did
not ensure that the poor in the developing world could receive the medicines their citizens
needed. Many developing countries don’t have the capacity to produce drugs and would have
had to import them. Oxfam recognized that a trade based solution can not resolve this problem in
the long run. Thus, it recommended that the World Health Organization should invest in
research for the diseases of the poor, and an international fund for medicines could subsidize
drug purchases and delivery systems in the poorest countries. 53
In 2002 Oxfam seemed to change its emphasis. The NGO published “Rigged Rules and
Double Standards,” an analysis of the impact of trade rules upon the poor.54 The report, written
mainly by Kevin Watkins (now at UN Development Program), noted that developed country
policymakers have constantly argued that their countries need trade because supposedly open
markets will stimulate growth. But Oxfam concluded that the 57 years of trade liberalization
under the GATT/WTO had not fully opened markets to the agricultural products and
manufactured goods developing countries need to export if they are to grow. It concluded that
the trade system was full of double standards, which made it look like the system was rigged
against the interest of developing countries. The report not only documented these "double
standards," but also made suggestions for how they could be remedied.
Oxfam suggested several areas for immediate reform, which included:
•
•
•
•
•

Redistributive reforms (such as land redistribution) linked to national povertyreduction strategies should be encouraged;
Universal application of the WTO’s intellectual property regulations should be
ended;
WTO members should commit to put public health priorities before the claims of
companies;
WTO members should allow developing countries to obtain medicines from the
cheapest source;
Public services should be excluded from trade liberalization commitments;
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•
•

Governments should be allowed flexibility to pick and choose which service
sectors they will negotiate to open to trade and which will remain public goods;
and
Special and differential treatment provisions should be strengthened to allow
developing countries to protect key manufacturing sectors and time frames for
such “exceptions” should be extended.

In recognition of Oxfam’s belief that the problems of developing countries are systemic,
the report did not only focus on problems at the WTO. It called for changes to IMF and World
Bank policies and procedures and addressed the growing clout of multinational corporations.55
The report received significant attention. While many critics of globalization lauded Oxfam for
its thoroughly researched analysis and suggestions, many of globalization’s traditional allies
were openly dismissive of Oxfam’s broad-based and balanced approach to these issues. 56
In contrast with Oxfam, these trade critics were reluctant to support trade in general or
any aspect of the WTO regime. Clearly Oxfam staff felt their analysis and objectives had been
misunderstood. Two weeks after the report was released, Jeremy Hobbs, Executive Director of
Oxfam International, noted at the annual WTO Symposium, “I want to dispel any notion that
Oxfam has been born again as a cheerleader for free trade….We need a radical new approach
that puts sustainable development at the heart of trade policy.” Hobbs pointed out the irony of
calling the new round a development round when the bulk of negotiations focused on new issues
that will primarily benefit the rich economies and multinational corporations.

57

Yet even before these trade critics attacked Oxfam for its systemic approach, the report
signaled a step away from the systemic analysis outlined above towards a more practical focus
on the unfair nature of the trade system. Thus, in 2004, when it assessed its own impact, Oxfam
stressed the changes it wanted to see in the world, stating “people living in poverty will achieve
food and income security. People living in poverty will have access to secure paid employment,
labour rights, and improved working conditions. Oxfam’s priority is to...shift the power
imbalances in local, national and international markets.” Oxfam aimed to do so by campaigning
for changes in the policies, rules and practices of governments, companies and international
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institutions.58 At the directive of Oxfam Great Britain, the NGO around the world increasingly
centered its activities on the fairness of the WTO system and the process and outcomes of trade
negotiations. It organized a new movement, "Make Trade Fair,” to ensure that the members of
the WTO were aware of these inconsistencies. In tandem with this research, it organized a Webbased protest movement, “The Big Noise,” to collect the voices of those concerned with the
current system of rules. Millions of people signed an online petition, which Chris Martin, lead
singer of the rock group Coldplay, presented to the Director General of the WTO at the WTO
ministerial in Cancun in 2003.59 It teamed up with other celebrities from movies, dance, sport,
and music to ensure that citizens in the industrialized world understood the global consequences
of some of their economic and political decisions upon the poor. And it provided its constituents
with a game plan to achieve this alternative vision. Those individuals who wanted to make
trade fair could do many things to help, such as buying fair trade coffee, cotton and chocolate;
donating to Oxfam, lobbying policymakers, holding policymakers to account, or taking to the
streets in protest.
Throughout this period, Oxfam relied on broad and multiple definitions of unfair and fair
trade. To Oxfam, unfair trade means trade that is rigged against developing countries and the
world’s poor. These rules must be challenged to achieve fair trade.60 But Oxfam did not only
have a results oriented definition: fair trade is also a means to achieving that result. Oxfam also
defines fair trade as “paying poor producers a fair price and helping them gain the necessary
skills and knowledge to develop their businesses and work their way out of poverty.” Oxfam
Great Britain has been pushing for this equity oriented conception of fair trade for over 40 years.
For example, Oxfam UK helped found a fair-trade coffee company called Cafedirect that is now
the UK’s sixth largest coffee brand. In 1992, Oxfam helped set up the Fairtrade foundation
which provides consumers with a guarantee that goods on sale are certified that they have been
fairly produced and traded.”61 The fair trade good label is designed to assure the consumer that
the labeled good was produced in an equitable and fair partnership between marketers in the
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industrialized world and producers from the developing world who received a fair wage for their
work. Oxfam often concentrated its “fair trade” product work on coffee, urging governments and
corporations to increase their purchases of fair trade coffee and other “fair trade products.” 62
Oxfam staff spent several years researching and writing analysis of conditions in the coffee
sector.63 This work with corporations in the coffee sector provides a model illuminating how
commodities can be produced in environmentally sustainable practices; open to public
accountability; built on long-term trade relationships with developing country suppliers; in
healthy and safe working conditions.64 Oxfam is so committed to fair trade that it provides a
wide range of resources to teachers and students to understand trade issues.65
Oxfam’s ideas about fair and unfair trade however, conflict with those of trade policy
insiders (including economists, trade lawyers, and many policymakers). These men and women
have limited and legalistic definition based on process rather than on outcome. The WTO and
its precursor organization, the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), recognized that
a rapid increase in imports in a particular sector can be destabilizing although it is fair. Under
GATT/WTO rules, governments can apply short term protectionist remedies to help producers
adjust to such market changes. Trade law also recognizes that trade can be unfair. When trade
“has been influenced or promoted by activities such as dumping, providing government
subsidies, or foreign sellers attempting to evade legitimate regulations regarding the
environment, intellectual property protection and so on,” policymakers can also apply
protectionist remedies. 66
Nonetheless, while trade policy insiders have a relatively narrow definition of unfair
trade, the general public has a broader view of fair and unfair trade. Economists and many
policy elites trained in economics see trade as inherently good. But the general public in the EU
and the US does not always share that perspective.67 Oxfam was able to build on that
longstanding concern.
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Oxfam kept a close eye on the progress of the Doha Development Round. The NGO
recognized that after September 11, 2001, many policymakers from industrialized country
governments acknowledged the threat to collective security posed by poverty and inequality. As
noted above, this new mindset at first appeared to facilitate trade negotiations centered on
development needs.

Oxfam hoped this would allow real progress in agriculture negotiations.

The NGO notes that 96% of the world’s farmers live in developing countries and their
livelihoods depend on the outcome of WTO talks. These men and women deserve greater
market access to the developed world. Moreover, developing country farmers have made strides
in improving their farm productivity.
Oxfam began to join other activist groups in focusing particularly on two heavily
subsidized products: sugar and cotton. Oxfam consistently pointed out the hypocrisy of
developing countries being asked to reduce their subsidies while rich countries were allowed to
keep their subsidies, which often went to well-off farmers in the US and the EU.
Oxfam was particularly concerned about US policies. It noted that the US has the biggest
export credit program and that the WTO dispute settlement body has declared these export
credits as trade distorting. Moreover, it notes that the US has refused to change its cotton
subsidies, even though these subsidies threaten the livelihoods of farmers in some of the poorest
regions of the world.68 The US responded that US farm programs have not lowered cotton prices
and are not trade distorting.69 Nonetheless, the idea that developed country subsidies were unfair
to developing country farmers was beginning to catch on as an effective argument in support of
reform in the industrialized world.70
Oxfam also did not ignore EU subsidies, arguing that sugar subsidies lead to big profits
for sugar processors and allows EU producers to dump their surplus on world markets.71 But a
focus on trade is too myopic. Even with the end of subsidies, many small farmers in the
developing world may not be able to benefit from trade liberalization per se. They may not be
able to produce at the quality level required in the highly-regulated markets of the US and
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Europe. In addition, should they fail to make a livelihood competing in global markets, they may
flood urban areas in search of new income, bringing down wages for other relatively poor people
in their home countries, or moving overseas in search of a better life. Thus, simply reducing
trade subsidies will not mean an end to poverty in the developing world.
Oxfam had a lot to say about the how WTO procedures diffuse the voice and clout of
developing country negotiators. It stresses that developing countries need a stronger voice at the
WTO, if these rules are to truly create greater equity. But it has not delineated how this can be
achieved without creating new inequities. It notes that industrialized countries wrote the rules
and ensured that their exceptions - their chosen protected sectors - were safeguarded by the
rules. As Oxfam notes, most developing countries could not demand similar exceptions as part
of their accession to the GATT/WTO. This is a fair criticism to make. However, the WTO rules
treat each member country equally. This is in fact probably the most equitable and efficient way
for the WTO to work.
Finally, Oxfam argued that the process of trade talks is inherently inequitable. The WTO
is now too large to facilitate transparent trade talks that involve every member equally and
address each nation’s negotiating needs. There is no way that 148 nations can easily find
common ground on the parameters of negotiations. Thus, we should not be surprised that it has
taken 3 years to achieve a framework for talks when that framework was built on negotiations
between key industrialized countries joined by Brazil and India. Oxfam is quite right to insist
that the process be changed to involve more of the developing countries in the most important
negotiations. But on complicated trade negotiations, WTO members may only achieve progress
if they continue to work in small closed groups.
As Oxfam worked, others in government were beginning to take a more systemic and
cooperative approach to the relationship between globalization, human rights and development.
In order to “develop a global partnership for development,” the 191 nations of the UN adopted
Millennium Development goals, including the pledge to further develop a rule-based open
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trading system that includes a commitment to good governance, is nondiscriminatory, provides
access to affordable drugs and makes the benefits of new technologies and information
available. They also agreed to promote gender equality and empower women and achieve
universal primary education and eradicate extreme poverty and hunger by 2015. 72 The UN
Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights wrote a very interesting paper describing
how trade and human rights intersect. The paper delineated how trade can both promote and
undermine human rights. It was released at the Cancun Ministerial of the WTO. It was bolstered
by workshops in Cancun designed to explain how trade policies might be made more supportive
of specific rights such as the right to food. 73
Policymakers at the national level are also beginning to develop more systemic
approaches to these issues. The EU announced major revisions to their trade preference program
designed to improve the rule of law, promote human rights and sustainable development.74 The
Bush Administration developed a new approach to foreign aid, designed to reward countries that
have made solid strides in improving the rule of law and investing in their people - the
Millennium Challenge Account.75
Even senior US officials are talking about the relationship between human rights, trade,
the rule of law, and economic growth. In 2003 testimony, US Trade Representative Robert
Zoellick noted, “America’s trade agenda needs to be aligned securely with the values of our
society. Trade promotes freedom by supporting the development of the private sector,
encouraging the rule of law. and increasing freedom of choice.” During his confirmation
hearing as Deputy Secretary of State, Robert Zoellick noted that the system in Latin America
had been “rigged against the poor.” He noted that governments should help by supporting
democracy and the rule of law, as well as trade.76
But the WTO remains the one major international governance organization that is not
weighing the impact of its policies upon human rights. In discussing the future of the WTO, an
advisory commission created by the WTO Director General, the Consultative Board, noted that
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trade agreements critics often argue that open trade is a threat to human rights. In its December
2004 report, however, the Board simply noted that the case for freeing trade today is made in
terms of enhancing human welfare. 77 But it never addressed how. In order for trade to advance
human rights, we must understand how trade affects human rights and we must understand how
promoting and protecting human rights can stimulate economic growth.
Oxfam made a consistent effort to assess its impact. It issued an annual programme
review outlining both its achievements and where it needed improvements. In its 2004 report,
Oxfam claimed it had helped the poor access better access to and influence in markets. It had
helped change the debate over trade and helped remind developing countries of their collective
clout. It had campaigned to cut the cost of medicines and had made some progress changing the
WTO’s intellectual property rules regarding much needed medicines. Oxfam acknowledged this
is not sufficient “because treatment remains neither accessible nor affordable for the majority of
poor.”78 Oxfam also acknowledged the dilemma of juggling its many roles. It recognized that
it was having a hard time combining its campaigning initiatives with its policy advice initiatives.
Its very clout as a source of policy advice made other civil society groups leery, and may have
crowded out the voice of other groups in the developing world.79 Oxfam highlighted its efforts
to increase consumer understanding and support for fair trade products such as coffee. And
Oxfam claimed some progress in working to increase the influence of developing country
governments and civil society in international trade debates and negotiations. Oxfam noted “it
was clear that a poverty and development perspective is now essential in any acceptable solution
to trade issues.”80
But Oxfam’s influence and priorities actually seemed to decline as the Doha Round
negotiations proceeded. Participants agreed at Doha to place development at the heart of the
new round. They said they would substantially strengthen assistance to developing countries;
help developing countries implement the existing WTO agreements; and interpret the TRIPS
(Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights) agreement in a manner that ensures
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Members' rights under TRIPS to take actions to protect public health. 81 But negotiations on
market access and agriculture, areas of key concern to developing nations, had made little
progress by 2005.82 And the systemic approach linking poverty, development, human rights and
trade was not made explicit in the negotiations or in how participants talked about the
negotiations.
One has to ask why Oxfam seemed to change its public arguments from the more
systemic approach to one based on the fairness of the trade regime. Oxfam staff I interviewed
were unaware of the distinction or of any new or deliberate strategy to focus on inequity over
human rights.83 Oxfam staff stressed that their approach was developed to make trade an issue
that involves the broader population. 84 They noted that while it is important to examine what
“trade insiders think” Oxfam is much more interested in what the general public thinks. Finally,
Oxfam US staff also stressed, “We have not shifted away from our focus on a rights-based
approach to development. People everywhere have the right to a sustainable livelihood. They
have the right to sufficient and appropriate food resources, which means not having their local
markets eviscerated by dumped US exports. This is precisely why we are campaigning against
unfair US agricultural subsidies. People also have the right to basic services, like health care
and education. But they cannot have these services without sufficient resources. People might
have greater resources with which to access services if they weren’t faced with pressures on
their incomes, such as steep competition from US agricultural products in their local markets.”85
Nonetheless, Oxfam staff acknowledged that it is difficult to communicate how poverty,
development, human rights and trade are linked. After all the UN Declaration on Human Rights
describes some 26 rights governments must protect and promote. There is no magic elixir that
can ensure that trade does not undermine these many rights. But a focus on making trade fair
made sense for an organization that wanted to build a mass movement supportive of changing
the WTO’s rules. 86 People grow up learning life is unfair. The equity/inequity dialectic is easy
to understand, and as noted above, trade has long been characterized as fair or unfair. Relying
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on this language probably allowed Oxfam to reach a broader global audience and work more
effectively with other organizations also concerned about globalization.87
IV. Conclusion
To Oxfam, fairness is both a means and an end of trade. Thus, Oxfam aims to make trade
rules more equitable for developing countries and to ensure that those who live in poverty
benefit from trade. Oxfam mounted a serious campaign to change the rules governing trade. It
has had some important successes. As noted above, it helped prod policymakers to at least say
development would be the focus of the new round. xfam helped get cotton included as a specific
item on the agenda at Cancun and its research contributed to the case brought by Brazil
challenging cotton subsidies.88 Thus Oxfam’s research was being used by governments to
change the rules at the WTO.
To its credit, the NGO is always supportive of trade as a means of helping the poor.
Moreover, it has frequently distinguished when the problems of the developing world stem from
trade and when problems were caused by market failures or governance failures. For example,
on patents, Oxfam noted, “the problem is rooted in poverty.…We are arguing that developing
country governments must be left free to produce, import and market medicines vital to public
health.” Oxfam also advocates public spending to improve health infrastructure.89 In this regard,
Oxfam recognized that the problem of poverty requires a systemic approach that ensures that
rights of the poor are protected by the rule of law at the national and international levels.
By 2004, its effort to make trade fair had an important impact on the conduct of the
negotiations and on the WTO Rules. It had attracted a wide range of actors and rock stars to add
“star power” to its outreach campaign. Scholars and editorials endorsed its ideas. 90 Noting that
“we’re in it together,” Oxfam brought the issues down to personal responsibility. “Do you know
that every time you buy something made or grown in a developing country, you take part in a
billion pound scam?”91 Oxfam had not only made the issues understandable; it had succeeded at
embarrassing developed countries for their hypocritical approach to policies.92 Perhaps one
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measure of its success was its visibility. It was condemned by the left for “allowing the
movement’s demands to be diluted,” and co-opted by the British government.93 Meanwhile,
Oxfam was also condemned by proponents of the existing trade system. In a January 2005 Wall
Street Journal editorial on the progress of the Doha Development Round, noted economist
Jagdish Bhagwati argued that industrialized country subsidies to agriculture can help the poor
who must import food. And he notes that trade agreement critics such as Oxfam focus on the
wrong problems. He sees the WTO as more threatened by the erosion of nondiscrimination and
growing demands by rich country lobbies who want labor standards in trade agreements. In his
view, developing countries don’t want negotiations about such “extraneous issues.”94
But by focusing on fairness, rather than on developing systemic ways to coordinate
globalization, human rights and development, Oxfam may have missed an opportunity to
collaborate with the economists and lawyers that advise on and make trade and development
policy. When many such people hear “unfair trade” they hear a plea for protectionism. In
contrast, by framing this as a human rights issue, Oxfam could have highlighted ideas that many
economists and policymakers now recognize-- that people are the real wealth of nations. By
giving all nations the opportunities to help their people meet their potential, economies can
grow. The notion that human rights and development are mutually reinforcing seems easier for
economists to accept than to simplify the problem as the system is rigged or unfair. After all,
markets as well as the regulations designed to govern them, are by their nature unfair.
It seems strange that given its systemic focus, Oxfam did not seek questions to key
questions integral to achieving a systemic approach to poverty, development, trade and human
rights. These questions include: what rights must governments protect to stimulate
development? How can the existing international institutions of governance help governments
progressively realize these rights? These questions should be both asked and to some degree
answered before policymakers accept advocate a human rights approach to trade and
development.
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Some economists and policymakers are beginning to ask questions about the relationship
between human rights and economic growth. For example, Nobel Prize winning economist
Robert Barro has shown that GDP per capita, education levels, and life expectancy are highly
significant predictors of democracy and civil liberties, “firmly establishing the general link
between democracy and the standard of living”95 According to the more neo-liberal Ethan
Kapstein, “market-based norms of contract—which encompass individual freedom, equity, the
rule of law and so forth…also form the micro-foundations for democratic governance.”96 Using
statistical means, scholars are beginning to examine the relationship between foreign investment
and trade and government protection of human rights. The more rigorous studies are finding a
complex relationship. Some types of foreign economic penetration are reliably associated with
increased levels of government respect for some but not all human rights. Using a data set that
by country summarizes each nations human rights behavior, scholars have found that higher
levels of foreign investment and trade increase government respect for certain types of human
rights (personal integrity rights), But the relationship is not well understood.97 Different types of
economic globalization seemed to affect respect for different rights differently. Moreover, thus
far, these studies reveal that states with better human rights records receive more investment.98
In addition, some scholars allege that basic human rights are a precondition for the protection of
other types of rights.99 In sum, current studies do not say conclusively that promoting and
protecting human rights can stimulate and perpetuate economic growth and development.100
That connection will hopefully be made as more scholars tackle these issues.
In conclusion, Oxfam deserves to be lauded and encouraged for its efforts to make the
WTO system more equitable on behalf of the world’s poor. Like all policies to regulate
capitalism, trade policy must be flexible to meet changing market conditions, but it also must be
fairer to those who have yet to participate in trade. As Oxfam noted, any attempt to rebuild the
WTO and other trade agreements on a foundation of human rights would be difficult; as some
trade rules can promote some human rights at the same time they can undermine others. Given
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these complexities, it is understandable but regrettable that Oxfam moved away from the broader
analysis presented in its initial strategic plan. Oxfam missed an opportunity to bring along the
public and policymakers on the systemic nature of the problem—that there is a relationship
between poverty, development, human rights and trade rules.
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